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According to Parker et al. (1999), the impact of an invasive species can roughly be quantified as I = R 
× A × E, where R is the area of the invaded range, A is the invader’s average abundance, and E is the 
invader’s effect per individual or biomass unit. We argue that this basic formula has got some
shortcomings in not accounting for non-linearity of the abundance–effect size relationship and
neglecting variability in habitat quality and availability throughout the invaded range. Further, effects
of invasive species may not be unique but can be similar to those of native species.
The per capita effect of an invasive plant species is likely to be correlated with its abundance. 
For instance, single individuals of an invader might have virtually no effect on community structure,
composition or function, whereas a dense stand of the same number of individuals might have a strong 
effect. If this relationship is non-linear, then the product of average abundance and per capita effect
gives a wrong estimate of impact. We suggest that measurement of effects on a ‘per unit area’ basis
might be better suited for invasive plant species. In practical applications, non-linearity of the effect–
abundance relationship could be accounted for by calculating proportional impacts for different
abundance classes of the invader, e.g. open and dominant stands.
Empirical studies show that effects of invasive species can vary substantially between
different invaded habitat types. For the invasive plant Heracleum mantegazzianum it was shown that it 
had only moderate effects in tall-herb stands, whereas it completely altered community composition
and structure of ruderal vegetation and grasslands (Thiele & Otte 2007). Hence, the measurement of
both effects and invaded range should be habitat-specific.
In the course of vegetation dynamics, particularly succession, native species as well as invasive
species can alter community composition and structure. For instance, tall herbs may shade out smaller 
herbs reducing species richness of successional grasslands. If the effects of invasive and native species 
are redundant, the estimation of effect size based on before-after comparisons may overestimate
invader impact. Instead, a comparison of invasive vs. native effect would give a more realistic impact
assessment. Hence, we suggest using differential effect estimates (invader effect–native effect). For
practical application, we advocate a combined approach of habitat-specific field surveys and remote
sensing for area-corrected quantification of the invaded range.
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